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It’s all in the details

When it comes to
choosing the right truck
for your business, it
seems the details are
just as important as the
pulling power.
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ime Link Cargo, a company
specialising in tailor-made dedicated
transport, recently expanded its fleet
to include two Scania R470 and three
Scania R500 trucks.
Kamal Mitoo, managing director of Time
Link Cargo, says the decision to go with
Scania was based on many factors, but it
mainly had to do with a mutual dedication to
excellent customer service. In fact, Kamal is so
impressed with Scania’s overall service that he
wants to replace his entire fleet of around fifty
trucks with Scanias over the next few years.
According to Kamal, the Scania R470 and

R500 are in a league of their own. “They’re
solid, comfortable and offer excellent fuel
consumption,” he says. “It’s true that they’re
not the cheapest, but the overall reliability and
value-for-money you get from Scania more
than makes up for its price in the long run,”
says Kamal.
And then of course, there’s the bling factor.
Yup, even freight vehicles should have a bit of
style. According to Kamal, his new Scanias are
the best-looking long-haulers on the road. The
chrome bars on the front of the R500 parked in
the truck park definitely add to this monster’s
road presence and it stands out in a crowd.
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The overall
reliability and
value-for-money
you get from
Scania makes up
for its price in the
long run.”
Kamal Mitoo, Time Link Cargo

“The trucks represent the company,” says
Kamal, “So it only makes sense that we want
them to look good. Scania has been extremely
helpful in delivering the vehicles to our exact
specification. The trailers are done by SA Truck
Bodies. I’m really pleased with the result.”
“Service time at Scania is short and parts are
always readily available. With Scania we have
peace of mind knowing that our trucks will be
back on the road in no time, which means we
can keep our promises to our own clients. It’s a
win-win situation.” From a transport company
with ‘Time is money’ as its slogan, this is a
worthy compliment.
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